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WHY PURSUE JUSTICE?
4 narratives

To work for justice is to challenge those structures which
disenfranchise individuals and whole communities from
a flourishing participation in society. In this work we
engage the principles of justice and mercy which are at
the heart of the biblical narrative and are tangible
expressions of God’s love creatively at work in our world.

ROOT AND
BRANCH

‘Changing structures without generating new
convictions and attitudes will only ensure that those
same structures will become, sooner or later, corrupt,
oppressive and ineffectual’. (Pope Francis)

What has been often been lacking in Christian’s
response to injustice is “a theology, a narrative and
overall ethos behind that action.” (Sam Wells)

“Most Christian generations think they are somehow rediscovering the
gospel’s true message, retrieving it from the blindness and ethical
laziness of previous generations. Most of the time, they are really just regrasping and reframing the gospel… Christian social thought and
action, whether Reformed or not, is always reforming.”
(Nick Spencer, The Church, the Welfare State and the Future, Theos)

4 KEY BIBLICAL NARRATIVES
• Creation narrative
• Liberation narrative
• Incarnation narrative
• Resurrection narrative

I. CREATION NARRATIVE: THE
VISION OF SHALOM
God

Creation

Humans

• Creative source

• Good!

• Bear the image of God

• Generator of beauty

• Diverse

• Kenotic- self-disclosure

• Life-generating and
sustaining

• Delegated responsibility
to care for and
manage the rest of
creation

• Generous provider
• Relational

• Interconnected web of
life
• Accountable to God

• Created for relationship
with God, created
world and each other
• Accountable to God

II. LIBERATION NARRATIVE-SEEKING
JUSTICE & FREEDOM TO RESTORE
SHALOM
God
•

Hears the cries of the
oppressed

•

Responds to injustice by
raising up people to envision,
advocate, mediate and lead

•

Establishes covenant
relationship which promises
shalom to those who
corporately keep the law

Creation
•

Abundance linked not to the
contracted provisions of
Empire (rooted in coercion
and self-interest) but the
covenant promise of God
(rooted in the generosity of
self-giving love) of the land
flowing with milk and honey
free and without price

Humans
•

Choose to remain as Empire’s
slaves or take the risks of
freedom which are
imperative to true worship

•

Re-learn to trust God’s ways
above the predictable
machinery of empire

•

Manifest the link of external
slavery and internal slavery
(material and spiritual) eg a
whole generation died in the
wilderness.

•

Calling to be salt and light to
the nations highlighted
through the prophets.

III. INCARNATION NARRATIVESHALOM IN CONTEXT
God
• Jesus, the prophesied
‘prince of shalom’
manifests the fullest
revelation of God’s
character and purposes.
• Jesus models the journey
of redemptive life and
demonstrates the fullest
embodiment of the law of
God’s love.
• Jesus embodies God with
us in flesh, redeeming the
materiality of our existence

Creation

Humans

• Creation ‘hosts’ God in
the birth of Christ

• Receive the full revelation
of God’s loving justice and
peace in the person of
Jesus

• Creation is fully a part of
and connected to the
redeeming purposes of
God (Romans 8)

• Become carriers or
disciples of God’s loving
justice and peace in their
context

IV. RESURRECTION NARRATIVE-THE
HOPE OF THE FULNESS OF SHALOM
God

Creation

Humans

• Manifests his
regenerative power to
make all things new

• Creation awaits the
promised renewal
(Roman 8)

• Promised the same Spirit
that raised Jesus from
the dead.

• Christ resurrected
becomes the first
testimony of God’s
resurrection power over
evil, injustice and death
itself

• Bearers of hope of the
renewal of all things
• Called to ‘seek first the
kingdom’

HOW TO PURSUE JUSTICE
3 modes for engagement

‘We are workers not
master builders,
ministers not
messiahs. We are
prophets of a future
not our own.’
(Saint Oscar Romero)

‘WITHOUT RE-INSPIRATION
NOTHING NEW CAN
BEGIN’
(DOROTHEA SOLLE)

THE JOURNEY OF ASCENT &
INSPIRATION (SOLLE)

Amazement
-Awe and wonder
-Tearing the veil of
triviliaty
Engaging curiosity

Leaving ourselves
-Letting go (of all that
hinders)
-Dis-education
-Abandoning false
gods

Living in God
-Healing union and
connection
- re-connecting with
possibilities

3 MODES

Prophet

Priest

King

PROPHET- ENVISIONING
“The wolf will live with the lamb, the leopard
will lie down with the goat, the calf and the
lion and the yearling together; and a little
child will lead them. The cow will feed with
the bear, their young will lie down together,
and the lion will eat straw like the ox. The
infant will play near the cobra’s den, and the
young child will put its hand into the viper’s
nest. They will neither harm nor destroy on all
my holy mountain, for the earth will be filled
with the knowledge of the LORD as the waters
cover the sea” (Isaiah 11: 6-9)
The purpose of the prophet is to “nourish, nurture, and evoke an alternative
consciousness…” (Walter Brueggemann, Prophetic Imagination)

PRIEST- RELATING
• “ ’Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all
your mind.’ This is the first and greatest
commandment. And the second is like
it: ‘Love your neighbour as yourself.’ All
the Law and the Prophets hang on
these two commandments.” (Matthew
22:37-40)

KING-SERVING
“The thief comes only to steal and kill and
destroy; I have come that they may have
life, and have it to the full.” (John 10:10)

3 MODES
Prophet: VISION

Priest: RELATIONSHIP

King: SERVICE

Re-mind/ re-iterate
Re-envision
Re-imagine
Re-enact

Re-connect
Re-concile
Re-affirm

Re-view need
Re-generate service
Re-plenish provision
Re-store order

SUMMARY OF MODES IN
NARRATIVE
CREATION
Prophet
(Vision)

•
•

Priest
(relation
ship)

•

LIBERATION

Envision life in all its
fullness & beauty
Create contextual
metaphors for shalom

•

Acknowledge and
honour the
sacredness of ALL life

•
•

•
•

•
•

King
(Service
)

•
•
•

Steward provision
Foster culture of life
and abundance
Establish order and
cultivate generosity

•
•
•

INCARNATION

Recognise patterns of slavery and
‘systems of death’
Recognise the culture of freedom
Speak truth of the culture of
freedom into cultures of death

•

Recognise relational alienation
Work to connect with God
(worship), others (reconciliation)
and creation (regeneration)
Establish and nurture practises to
renew shalom-community
Develop tools for corporate
engagement (e.g.
lament/reconciliation)

•

Co-ordinate response to situations
of injustice
Establish new policies/laws
Establish and oversee holistic
ways of life in community

RESURRECTION

Listen to the oppressed &
‘report back’.
advocacy
Innovate alternative
ways of living in line with
the shalom vision

•
•
•

Call the people to hope
Activate faith
Create ‘new creation’
culture in community

Walk alongside the
oppressed and oppressor
and manifest the
reconciling work of the
good news
Develop tools to engage
the work of reconciliation

•

Nurture ‘New Creation’
culture
nurture practises of hope
in the community

• Serve, protect and provide
for those in sphere of
influence-especially the
vulnerable

•

•
•

•

•

Model lifestyle of
sacrificial love in service

ENGAGING MODES AND
NARRATIVES
Individual, community, national & global responses

SAM WELL’S STATE-CHURCH
DICHOTOMY OF PROVISION
State: Addresses deficits of
Beveridge’s 5 giants:

Church: Cultivates assets of
shalom community

• Want

• Securing relationship

• Idleness

• Creativity

• Ignorance

• Partnership

• Disease

• Compassion

• Squalor

• Joy.

INDIVIDUAL
•
•
•
•
•

Deep, contextualised discipleship
Emphasis on character-virtue ethics
Develop incarnational listening
Learn to dream the shalom dream
Identify & cultivate your ‘mode’ & gifts

LOCAL
• Unite in prayer
• Listen to the prophets and the poets-artists/dreamers/innovators
• Develop corporate listening & community profiling –identify and share
the knowledge of structural justice issues
• Collaborate in developing tools required: lament/conflict
mediation/advocacy/reconciliation/research etc.
• Nurture good & seek new ways to creatively express shalom culture
• Build relationship and trust amongst local people

NATIONAL
• Pray locally for national issues & local ramifications
• Collaborate in regional & national networks addressing structural justice
issues (faith and secular) e.g. Together for the common good (T4CG); think
tanks for health education, welfare etc.
• Be the political conscience, imaginative presence and authentic response
(work with your prophets, priests and kings!)

• Strengthen the national unity of the Church across
protestant/RC/orthodox/anabaptist/Pentecostal in response to structural
justice issues etc.
• Move away from tribalism and silo thinking and action and collaborate
joyfully!
• Create regional momentum which connects to national issues

GLOBAL
• Prayerfully collaborate in enacting the culture of the shalom community
• Identify deficits & cultivate assets regionally but dialogue and coordinate
globally
• Recognise interconnectivity and complexity of global justice issues and
direct attention and take responsibility for the ‘node’ closest to home e.g.
sex slavery in Thailand largely driven by demand from men in Europe
• Respond flexibly to the ‘state of the State’ (in the different regions) & humbly
partner the local church–developmentally and culturally the local church
needs to inform the global church on how best to manage assets and
deficits of the State/Church relationship in response to structural justice
issues.

Pause for thought…
“For the churches, the goal surely must be flourishing (not
abolishing want); fulfilment (not abolishing idleness); inspiration
(not abolishing ignorance); being a blessing (not abolishing
disease); hope (not abolishing squalor).”
“The sign of a healthy church may not only be in its number of its
social action projects but also its flexibility in adopting the most
appropriate approach to a given issue in a particular climate and
context.”
(Sam Wells (2017) For Good: The Church and the Future of
Welfare)

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
• In your church/organisation which of the 4 biblical narrative(s) is/are the least
developed in your thinking about and response to justice issues? How might this
effect the way you engage with justice issues?
• In your church/organisation do you see evidence of the 3 modes of influence at
work? Share examples and consider why some might be more evident than others in
your church/organisation.
• How might your church/organisation better listen to the ‘lament of the poets’ who
typically highlight justice issues?
• What if any actions will you take in the light of today’s talk?

